
halcyon
shot in Nusa Lembongan, Indonesia

HIGH SUMMER ‘23  |   APRIL - JUNE DELIVERY
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ring sasha crop + sign brief   aegean blue eco  |  april

strap saint crop + sinner brief   turquoise shimmer  |  april

Made to be seen, bond-eye swim is infused with the 
spirit of summer, salt-mist days + electric nights of 
its home in Sydney. Known for bold, ultra flattering 
silhouettes, each collection hints of nostalgia paired 
with innovative design principles.

Every piece is designed with intention, incorporating 
modern ethical production practices—from initial 
designs using our authentic tubular bound crinkle 
fabric, through to our hand craftsmanship here in 
Australia.

Every piece has been artisanally hand-made, knitted 
using premium European fibres, + constructed to allow 
four-way stretch + instant recovery along the body for 
statement-making pieces that match the mood of the 
wearer: Confident, discerning + truly authentic.

bond-eye swimwear is unsized + designed to fit a size 
XS through to L, with all shapes + sizes in between. 
Due to the unique stretch of our fabric, most of our 
bound crinkle bikini tops + one-piece swimsuits can fit 
an A-DD/E cup. Our ultra-flexible fabric means most 
of our bound crinkle bikini bottoms can be worn either 
low, mid or high rise.

brand story
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ring cabai one piece
lavender lurex  |  june

Each day we start a new beginning, 
stepping into a story of our own 
design + Halcyon encapsulates that 
spirit of exploration + living life slowly 
+ on your own terms. Through this 
collection, we honour the act of taking 
a sabbatical from life + the freedom 
of waking up with nothing but the 
ocean + exploration calling your 
name.
 
Every piece in Halcyon has been 
crafted according to our signature 
unsized designs + multifunctional 
styles that support + celebrate every 
figure. We also welcome back our 
beloved + tactile Tiger Jacquard fabric 
in fresh hues of Mint and Pink to salute
the sun + clear shallow seas.

Photographer Pierre Toussant 
brought his trademark raw + 
understated aesthetic, capturing 
our model muses Lente Hugen + 
Julia Saksa in idle revelry on location 
in Nusa Lembongan, Indonesia. 
Hair + makeup artist Rosarinho 
Rodrigues channelled the radiant 
sun kissed glow of a day living in a 
bikini, with stylist Rhea Raven setting 
our hazy sunset + sea-inspired 
shades against the mellow regalia 
of Bali living.
 
This is the moment to restore, revive 
+ release your true self.

the collection
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ring sasha crop + sign brief
aegean blue eco  |  april

At bond-eye, our values are stitched firmly into the fabric of our 
swimwear + represent our passion + commitment to the ocean + the 

beautiful Australian landscape. In 2018 we began our sustainability 
journey by taking honest + transformative steps towards a more 

responsible future. 

Every piece in our bond-eye swim collection is curated for a truly 
seasonal limited edition offer + handmade in Sydney, Australia, + we 
are proud to be working with female-led communities in our factory, 

dye-house + fabric mill. We’ve also zeroed in on every link in our 
production chain: learning, reinventing + making conscious efforts to 

minimise our impact on the environment.

Additionally, we’re proud of the fact that our swim collections are 
unsized for a reason — the reduction of excess fabric from offering 

multiple sizing. By creating unsized swimwear, we’re also cutting down 
on excessive stock + reusing fabric off-cuts, with 65% of our range 
shaped from regenerated nylon derived from pre-consumer raw 

materials that would ordinarily go to waste.

sustainable swim,
made to be seen
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rico one piece
pink tiger  |  april

This recycled yarn is manufactured exclusively 
by a premium Italian mill using leading 
environmental processes which include 
reduced carbon dioxide emissions, 100% 
renewable energy + less water consumption. 

We are equally committed to our sustainable 
packaging, with all bond-eye tags, labels + 
trims made from recycled materials, + our 
garment bags are produced from plant-
based materials that can be composted 
in home waste, without leaching harmful 
chemicals into the soil.

We have also partnered with UPPAREL, 
a company that reimagines the life of 
unwanted textiles + turns them into useful 

products. To date, we’ve prevented 12,124.5 kg
of textiles from being sent to landfill. This has 
also resulted in the prevention of 42,507 kgs 
of greenhouse gases from polluting our 
atmosphere.

Since 2018, we have also partnered with 
i=Change, donating over $34,561, with $1 from 
every sale going to three charities focused on 
environmental issues, women’s well-being + 
child welfare. 
 
bond-eye is committed to a better future. Our 
goal is to push further forward, applying the 
most innovative environmental practises to 
our hi-tech performance materials, always 
with sustainability in mind.
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Made from recycled materials

Multiple ways to wear

New shape

product key

Pink Tiger 
Jaquard

Lavender
Lurex

Mint Tiger 
Jacquard

delivery schedule

Baywatch 
Red Eco

Fuchsia
Shimmer

Guava
Eco

Khaki  
Eco

Aegean Blue
Eco

Neon Orange
Eco

Turquoise 
Shimmer

Black
Eco

Black  
Eco

Optic White  
Eco
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yasmine crop + pablo brief
black eco  |  april

04  |  23

april



high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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yasmine crop + pablo brief   black eco  |  april

rico one piece   black eco  |  april



high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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ring cabai one piece
aegean blue eco  |  april



high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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ring sasha crop + sign brief
aegean blue eco  |  april



high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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ring lissio crop + ring scene brief
aegean blue eco  |  april



high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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pamela dress   pink tiger  |  april

mara one piece   pink tiger  |  april



high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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blake bandeau + scene brief
pink tiger  |  april



high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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strap saint crop + sinner brief   turquoise shimmer  |  april

nino crop + sinner brief   turquoise shimmer  |  april



high summer ‘23  |  april delivery
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thera one piece
turquoise shimmer  |  april



luana triangle, larisa brief + scrunchie
guava eco  |  may

05  |  23

may



high summer ‘23  |  may delivery
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ring sasha crop + ring scene brief
guava eco  |  may



high summer ‘23  |  may delivery
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ring lissio crop + christy brief   guava eco  |  may

luana triangle, larisa brief + scrunchie   guava eco  |  may



high summer ‘23  |  may delivery
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nino crop + christy brief
mint tiger  |  may

nino crop + christy brief
mint tiger  |  may



high summer ‘23  |  may delivery
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lissio crop + larisa brief   mint tiger  |  may

imogen dress   mint tiger  |  may



high summer ‘23  |  may delivery
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rico one piece  fuchsia shimmer  |  may

naira one piece   fuchsia shimmer  |  may



high summer ‘23  |  may delivery
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maxam one piece
neon orange eco  |  may



high summer ‘23  |  may delivery
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lissio crop + vista brief   neon orange eco  |  may

reid crop + sinner brief   neon orange eco  |  may



ring sasha crop + ring scene brief
lavender lurex  |  june

06  |  23

june



high summer ‘23  |  june delivery
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ring alicia one piece
lavender lurex  |  june



high summer ‘23  |  may delivery
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sasha crop + scene brief
optic white eco  |  core

core
available now

Featuring the classic, signature shapes bond-eye has become 
synonymous for in 4 core colours that never go out of style. They are 

available all year round, currently in black, baywatch red, optic white + 
khaki colourways.

The core range offered in our unsized bound crinkle fabric, is the 
foundation of each collection with proven combinations that are 

refined to deliver maximum impact. Our entire core collection is made 
from eco-friendly crinkle derived from regenerated nylon.

The core shapes are proven bestsellers, they are only added to the 
core range when sales prove them as the best of the seasonal ranges 

+ they become long term, non-seasonal sellers.



high summer ‘23  |  available now
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mara one piece   black eco  |  core

scout crop + scene brief   khaki eco  |  core



@bondeyeswim
app.next.nuorder.com/bond-eye 

www.bond-eye.com

bond-eye Australia reside, work and manufacture on Gadigal country in Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.
We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of this land, and we pay our respects to the Elders past and present.

Catalogue printed in limited amounts using FSC certified recycled paper.

All trademarks, concepts and any other works contained in this document remain the property of Bond-Eye Australia Pty Ltd, One Plus One = Three
Pty Ltd and/or Bond-Eye Holdings Pty Ltd © 2018. You may not use, copy, distribute or do any other act with these materials or the concepts,

representations and ideas set out, without the prior written consent of Bond-Eye Australia Pty Ltd. The attached PDF or document is confidential.  
Only the intended recipient may access or use it. If you are not the intended recipient, please destroy and notify us promptly.

nsw
bond-eye hq

Yann Cayrouse
yann@bond-eye.com.au

contact

usa
finlay-notman agency

Charlotte Finlay-Notmad
charlotte@thefnagroup.com

Marissa Nesta
marissa@thefnagroup.com

Lou Courcol
lou@thefnagroup.com




